Quantitative structure-property relationships (QSPRs) for estimating the logarithm octanol/water partition coefficients, logK ow , at 25°C were developed based on fuzzy ARTMAP and back-propagation neural networks using a heterogeneous set of 442 organic compounds. The set of molecular descriptors were derived from molecular connectivity indices and quantum chemical descriptors calculated from PM3 semiempirical MOtheory. Quantum chemical input descriptors include average polarizability, dipole moments, exchange energy, total electrostatic interaction energy, total two-center energy, and ionization potential. The fuzzy ARTMAP/ QSPR performed, for a logK ow range of -1.6 to 7.9, with average absolute errors of 0.03 and 0.14 logK ow for the overall data and test sets, respectively. The optimal 12-11-1 back-propagation/QSPR model, for the same range of logK ow , exhibited larger average absolute errors of 0.23 and 0.27 logK ow for the test and validation data sets, respectively, over the same range of logK ow values. The present results with the fuzzy ARTMAP-based QSPR are encouraging and suggest that high performance logK ow QSPR that encompasses a wider range of chemical groups could be developed, following the present approach, by training with a larger heterogeneous data set.
INTRODUCTION
The octanol/water partition coefficient, K ow , which is the ratio of a chemical's concentration in n-octanol to that in water in a two-phase system at equilibrium, is often used to quantify the lipophilic or hydrophobic nature of an organic compound. K ow is an important physicochemical property in the environmental, [1] [2] [3] pharmaceutical, [4] [5] [6] biochemical, and toxicological sciences. 2 For example, K ow is a key parameter required for estimates of the multimedia environmental mass distribution of organic compounds [1] [2] [3] including contaminant bioaccumulation in aquatic biota and plants. K ow is also an important parameter utilized to predict potential interactions of drug molecules with receptor molecules. Although experimental K ow values are available for a large data set of organic compounds, reliable experimental data are lacking for many chemical pollutants. Given the need to evaluate both present and potential future pollutants, there has been a steady increase in efforts to develop reliable K ow estimation methods. Estimation approaches include group and atom contribution methods, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] quantitative structure property relationships (QSPRs) derived from statistical regressions, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and neural networks-based QSPRs. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] K ow for organic compounds spans several orders of magnitude, from less than 10 -4 to more than 10 8 , and thus it is commonly reported as logK ow .
Group and atom contribution models have typically been based on fragments, derived either from atoms or groups of atoms, which are assigned incremental logK ow contributions 4, 9, 10 The standard deviation of predictions from group and atom contribution approaches for estimating logK ow has generally been reported to vary from about 0.35-0.6 logK ow units 7, 8 for a logK ow range of -3 to 6. The commercial CLOGP model is an example of a group contribution method that has been developed based on a large data set of about 8000 compounds. 5, 10, 11 In general, group contribution methods produce satisfactory results for simple compounds and various improvements to logK ow group contribution methods have been developed to handle complex molecules through the introduction of corrections factors, refinements of fragments, and development of new fragments. 7, 8 One advantage of atom contribution methods, relative to group contribution methods, is that ambiguity in the choice of fragments when dividing a molecule is eliminated. Both methods require a larger number of correction factors as the complexity of the molecule increases. Also, logK ow can only be predicted for compounds consisting of fragments for which logK ow contribution values are available. It has been reported that logK ow estimation methods using fragmental contributions are generally comparable to those using atomic contributions 16 with both methods working well for simple structures.
Quantitative-structure-property-relations (QSPRs) have been developed as alternate methods of estimating logK ow . The premise of QSPR for logK ow is that physicochemical properties can be correlated with molecular structural characteristics (geometric and electronic) expressed in terms of appropriate molecular descriptors. 17 In general, high accuracy is obtained for QSPRs developed specifically for homologous series and data sets containing similar compound families. 18 QSPRs developed for heterogeneous data sets using topological descriptors [30] [31] [32] have performed with reported errors comparable to those of group contribution methods. 19, 20 For example, the so-called VLOGP model 20 that utilizes a set of over 300 electrotopological-state 32 and kappa shape indices as chemical descriptors was developed using a training set of 6675 compounds (-3.56e logK ow e 7.73) and performed with an average error of 0.201 logK ow units. 20 In recent years, improvements in logK ow QSPRs have been proposed through the use of molecular descriptors derived from semiempirical Molecular Orbital theory (quantum mechanics) calculations. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] 33, 34 For example, Bodor et al., 21 using AM1 semiempirical MO theory, reported a standard deviation of 0.306 logK ow for a 18 parameter linear correlation which was developed for estimating logK ow for a heterogeneous data set 302 organic compounds (-1.3 e logK ow e 6.6). In later studies, Schüürmann 22, 23 proposed linear correlations of logK ow with a range of quantum chemical parameters based on data of 12 aromatic phosphorothionates 22 and 17 substituted benzenes. 23 A logK ow correlation for 17 benzene derivatives over a range of approximately 4 e logK ow e 8, based on the free energy of aqueous solvation and contact surface area, performed with a standard a deviation of 0.22 logK ow units. In a more recent study, Eisfeld and Maurer 24 proposed a logK ow correlation with dipole moment, polarizability, electrostatic potential, and molar volume as chemical descriptors, based on a heterogeneous set of 202 compounds (-2 e logK ow e 5.7) with a reported standard deviation and maximum absolute error of 0.287 and 1.004 logK ow units, respectively. The introduction of indicator variables in the correlation, to account for the presence of nitrogen and oxygen atoms, lowered the standard deviation and maximum absolute error to 0.274 and 0.821 logK ow units, respectively. 24 The application of neural networks, as an alternative approach to developing QSPRs for logK ow , has been introduced in recent years. For example, Duprat et al. 25 developed neural network-based QSPR models of various backpropagation architectures for logK ow , for a set of 323 diverse organic compounds (-1.3 e logK ow e 6.5), with reported standard deviations ranging from 0.37 to 0.28 logK ow . The models of Duprat et al. 25 were based on a set of descriptors that included the number of carbon atoms, molecular surface, molecular weight, square root of the sum of the charges on oxygen, nitrogen, and sum of the absolute values of atomic charges on nitrogen and oxygen. More recently, Huuskonen et al. 26 proposed a 39-5-1 back-propagation neural networkbased QSPR for logK ow , based on a diverse set of 1870 organic compounds (-4.2 e logK ow e 5.9), using atomictype electrotopological-state (E-state) 32 indices as input descriptors, with a reported root-mean-square error of 0.41 logK ow units. 26 QSPRs for logK ow based on neural networks (NN) with quantum mechanical descriptors have also been proposed in recent years. [27] [28] [29] For example, Breindl et al. 27 developed a NN/QSPR for logK ow using two sets of 16 quantum chemical parameters that were calculated from AM1 33 and PM3 34 semiempirical Molecular Orbital theory. The QSPRs models for the AM1 and PM3 parameter sets were based on a 16-25-1 back-propagation network architecture developed with a data set of 1085 compounds (-2.06 e logK ow e 7.41). 27 Average absolute errors and standards deviations for the validation set (105 compounds) for AM1 and PM3 models were 0.45 (80%) and 0.30 (243.4%) logK ow and 0.53 (86%) and 0.42 (227%) logK ow , respectively. 27 More recently, Beck et al., 29 using the same chemical data set of Breindl et al. 27 and 16 quantum chemical descriptors (computed from AMI), developed a logK ow QSPR based on a 16-10-1 backpropagation neural network architecture which performed with average and maximum errors for the cross-validation set of 0.56 and 2.1 logK ow , respectively. 29 To date, published available NN/QSPRs for octanol/water partition coefficients have been based on back-propagation neural networks. 19, 20, [25] [26] [27] 29 However, recent studies [35] [36] [37] suggests that it may be possible to develop NN-based QSPRs of greater accuracy by using the cognitive classifier fuzzy ARTMAP neural network classifier. The fuzzy ARTMAP neural networks approach, which was demonstrated for estimating boiling points of aliphatic hydrocarbons, 35 critical properties, 36 and aqueous solubility of organics, 37 has been shown to be superior to the back-propagation neural network approach as well as other regression-based statistical correlations reported in the literature. Fuzzy ARTMAP neural networks have several advantages owing to their capability to classify and analyze noisy information with fuzzy logic and to avoid the plasticity-stability dilemma of standard backpropagation architectures.
In the present study, we expand recent work to demonstrate that fuzzy ARTMAP-based QSPRs for logK ow can be developed using a relatively small number of quantum chemical descriptors derived from PM3 semiempirical MOtheory. The present work presents a first demonstration of using the fuzzy ARTMAP approach to arrive at adequate logK ow QSPR with a modest heterogeneous data set of 442 organics with the majority of compounds being of environmental interest. The performance of the fuzzy ARTMAPbased QSPR is compared to a back-propagation QSPR developed with the same set of input descriptors and to other published multiple linear regression (MLR) and backpropagation neural network (NN) based QSPR models. 46, 47 and the second Kappa shape index, 2 κ. 48 The above molecular indices were generated from the twodimensional molecular structure using Molecular Modeling Pro 3.01 software. Molecular connectivity indices are topological indices that encode two-dimensional structural information into numerical values or indexes. The molecular structure is expressed topologically by a hydrogen-suppressed graph. The carbons (and heteroatoms) are represented as vertices, and bonds connecting atoms are represented as edges. Briefly, the connectivity indices m v are valenceweighted counts of connected subgraphs. The first-order term 1 v is related to the degree of branching and size of the molecule expressed as the number of non-hydrogen atoms. The second-order term 2 v represents a dissection of the molecular skeleton into "two contiguous bond" fragments. The third-order term 3 v is a weighted count of four atoms (three-bond) fragments representing the potential for rotation around the central bond and is the smallest molecular structure necessary for conformational variability. The 3 v index also reflects the degree of branching at each of the four atoms in the fragment. The fourth-order term, 4 v represents path, cluster, path/cluster, and cyclic subgraphs of four edges. Structural information from the 4 v index is useful for compounds with at least five carbon atoms in a chain. Finally, the kappa 2 shape index, 19 2 κ, is included to characterize the level of branching among isomers.
A variable selection method, employing a nonlinear neural network-based genetic algorithm, was used to select the set of input descriptors. 49 The variable selection algorithm was performed on 15 separate neural networks establishing a frequency distribution of the selected descriptors for the different generated networks. The set of 12 descriptors that was selected, for all runs, at or above the 70th percentile was chosen as the final set of input descriptors for QSPR modeling. The set of 12 input parameter included in Table  1 and listed in Table 2 charge component, total hybridization component, and total sum ) point charge + hybrid), molecular weight, first-order average polarizability, ionization potential, exchange energy, total two-center energy, and total electrostatic interaction energy (two-center). We note that, in all 15 runs, the following descriptors were selected: dipole moment-total 
. e E2 ) total two-center energy [ev] .
f EX ) exchange energy (two-center term) [ev] . g ELC ) total electrostatic interaction (two-center term) [ev] . h IP ) ionization potential [kcal] .
i PO ) average polarizability [au] . j VMC1 ) first-order valence molecular connectivity index. k VMC2 ) second-order valence molecular connectivity index. l VMC4 ) fourth-order valence molecular connectivity index.
hybridization component, dipole moment-total sum, and total electrostatic interaction energy. The average polarizability and first-order valence molecular connectivity index were ranked at the 93rd and 86th percentile range, respectively. The remaining descriptors listed in Tables 1 and 2 were ranked at or above the 73rd percentile range.
Fuzzy ARTMAP Neural Network Systems. The present study focused on the development of logK ow QSPRS derived based on a fuzzy ARTMAP and back-propagation neural networks. The fuzzy ARTMAP neural network system used in the present study was recently introduced for developing QSPRs for boiling temperatures, 35 critical properties, 36 and aqueous solubilities. 37 The current fuzzy ARTMAP system is the modification introduced by Giralt et al. 50, 51 to the original model of Carpenter et al. [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] Briefly, the basic learning mechanism of the fuzzy ARTMAP neural system consists of creating new categories (equivalent to hidden units in back-propagation) when dissimilar molecular descriptors and different values of the physical property are encountered. The modified network consists of two fuzzy ART modules, artA and artB, that are linked together via an inter-ART module (Figure 2 ). Each ART system includes a field, F o , of nodes that represent a current input vector and a field F 1 that receives both bottom-up input from F o and top-down input from a field F 2 that represents the active code or category. The artA module categorizes the input patterns (molecular descriptors), while artB module develops categories of the target patterns (physical property) during supervised learning (training). During supervised learning, the artA module receives the molecular descriptors, and the artB module receives the correct physical property prediction of the input pattern presented to F o a . The artA module attempts the prediction through the map field of the category to which the current target belongs. The inter-ART module, called a map field, is an associative learning network that forms an internal controller designed to create a minimal number of artA recognition categories, or "hidden units", by following the match tracking rule. The fuzzy ARTMAP dynamics are determined by vigilance F a , F b, F ab ∈[0,1], learning rates a , b ∈[0,1], and choice R > 0, parameters. The vigilance parameters calibrate how well an input pattern must match the learned prototype or cluster of input features that the category deems to be relevant, for a category to be accepted. The learning rate parameter determines how the map field weights change through the learning process. Finally, the choice parameter controls the fuzzy subsethood of the category choice function and accounts for the noise in the activation of the F 1 layer. Additional information about fuzzy ART and fuzzy ARTMAP systems can be found elsewhere.
57-61
The fuzzy ARTMAP-based QSPR for logK ow was developed following the methodology described in Figure 1 . About 85% (371) of compounds in the complete data set were selected for training by the fuzzy ART classifier to ensure that adequate information was provided to the system. Training of the fuzzy ARTMAP consisted of presenting the molecular descriptors and target properties of the training set to modules artA and artB (see Figure 2) , respectively, to establish input and output categories and relate them through the map field (F 1 ab ). After training with a data set of 371 compounds, the hypothesis components of the artB module ( ) were disconnected and an output in its category layer F 2 b was implemented. 35 Therefore, through the map field module F 1 ab , a prediction for the target physical property is obtained for any input of descriptors presented to module artA. The model was then evaluated with a test a set containing 71 compounds. electron-electron repulsion (two-center term) ev electron-nuclear attraction (two-center term) ev nuclear-nuclear repulsion (two-center term) ev
Topological Indices first-order valence molecular connectivity index X second-order valence molecular connectivity index X third-order valence molecular connectivity index fourth-order valence molecular connectivity index X second-order kappa shape index a Total energy ) total one-center energy + total two-center energy. b Total one-center energy ) electron-electron repulsion + electronnuclear attraction. c Total two-center energy ) resonance energy + exchange energy + total electrostatic inaction energy. d Total electrostatic inaction energy ) electron-electron repulsion (two-center term) + electron-nuclear attraction (two-center term) + nuclear-nuclear repulsion (two-center term). Back-Propagation Neural Network System. The normalized logK ow data and molecular descriptors, normalized from 0 to 1, were divided into training, validation, and test data sets. The test data set of 71 compounds (about15% of the complete data set) was identical to the fuzzy ARTMAP test set to enable direct comparison of the QSPRs derived from two different networks. A random selection of 259 compounds of the remaining 371 compounds (about 58% of the total data set) made up the training set. However, to maintain an adequate validation set, the training (259 compounds) and nontraining data sets (112 compounds) were combined.
Model building with the back-propagation neural network proceeded with the same 12 input descriptors and logK ow data set used for the fuzzy ARTMAP model. The architecture of the neural network was developed using a cascade method of network construction, together with a Kalman filtering learning rule. 62 In the above approach, hidden nodes are added one or two at a time with new hidden units having connections from both the input buffer and previously established hidden nodes. Construction is stopped when the validation set shows no further performance improvement. The optimal back-propagation neural network/QSPR for logK ow had a 12-11-1 architecture in which the hyperbolic tangent transfer functions were chosen to correlate weighted inputs and outputs of the hidden layer. The optimal neural network architecture was then validated and tested using two separate data subsets as described above.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The optimal fuzzy ARTMAP/QSPR for logK ow was obtained (i.e. training phase) for vigilance parameters F a ) 0, F b ) 0.996, F ab ) 0.996, learning rate parameters a )1, b ) 1, and choice parameter R ) 0.0001. Τhe performances of the above model and the logK ow QSPR resulting from the 12-11-1 back-propagation neural network are described in Table 3 and Figures 3 and 4 , with a summary of the error analysis provided in Tables 4 and 5 .
The performance of the fuzzy ARTMAP logK ow QSPR for the complete data set of 442 compounds was with average absolute and maximum errors of 0.03 and 0.45 logK ow units, respectively, and a corresponding standard deviation of 0.07 logK ow units (see Table 4 ). The fuzzy ARTMAP/QSPR performance for the test data set was evaluated with a relaxed vigilance parameter setting of F a ) 0.9, resulting in average and maximum absolute errors and standard deviation of 0.14, 0.45, and 0.13 logK ow units, respectively. Although the performance of the logK ow fuzzy ARTMAP/QSPR was excellent for the relatively heterogeneous compound data set, there were several compounds which were misclassified, thereby resulting in elevated logK ow errors. It appears that while chemical input descriptors parameters can be similar for some chemicals (e.g., structural isomers), there may be a relatively large difference in their logK ow values. For example, 2,2′,3,4,4′,5-hexachloro-1,1′-biphenyl (2,2′3,4,4′5-PCB) with a logK ow ) 6.69 was matched to the recognition category represented by 2,2′3,3′4,6-PCB with a logK ow ) 6.24, resulting in an absolute error of 0.45 logK ow units. Another example of misclassification is the placing of 3-methyl-1-butanol into a recognition category generated for 1-pentanol; both compounds are primary alcohols with molecular formula of C 5 H 12 O but with logK ow values of 1.16 and 1.4, respectively. There were two cases for iodoethane and 2-octanone where high errors were observed since a suitable recognition category was not available. Iodoethane (logK ow ) 2) was classified with bromoethane (logK ow ) 1.6), and 2-octanone (logK ow ) 2.76) was matched with 2-nonanone (logK ow ) 3.18), resulting in absolute errors of 0.4 and 0.42 logK ow units, respectively. The above examples clearly suggest that further improvements of the accuracy of the logK ow QSPR would require a data set that contains a larger number of compounds per class and a refined set of molecular descriptors to allow greater ability to differentiate among complex or apparently very similar structures.
The performance of the optimal 11-12-1 back-propagation/QSPR was inferior, relative to the fuzzy ARTMAP based model, with average and maximum errors and standard deviation for the training set of 0.26 logK ow units (17.6%), 1.3 logK ow units (290.9%), and 0.22 logK ow units (28%), respectively. Performance of the back-propagation/QSPR for the validation set was with with average and maximum errors and standard deviation of 0.27 logK ow units (19.5%), 2.2 logK ow units (827%), and 0.24 logK ow units (49%), respectively. Performance of the back-propagation/QSPR was also lower relative to the fuzzy ARTMAP, for the same test set, with average and maximum absolute errors and standard deviation of 0.23 logK ow units (9.4%), 0.59 logK ow units (96.4%), and 0.16 logK ow units (12.0%), respectively. We note, however, that the average absolute error and standard deviation for both the present fuzzy ARTMAP and backpropagation QSPRs are lower than those reported for experimental octanol/water partition data, which are generally of the order of about 0.4 logK ow units. 4, 5 The highest error was encounter for 1,4-dioxan (2.2 logK ow or 827%), which was classified as an outlier for the backpropagation/QSPR model. Three other outliers for the above model include isopropylamine, pyrazine, and 2-propanol (logK ow of -0.03, -0.22, and 0.05, respectively) with corresponding logK ow errors of 0.08 (or 291%), 0.48 (or 220%), and 0.08 (or 179%), respectively. The above four outliers were among the 15 compounds in the data set (representing 3% of the total data set) with |logK ow | values ranging from 0.03 to 0.27. It should also be noted that absolute percent errors were generally higher for compounds with |logK ow | < 0.3.
The logK ow estimation performance of the present QSPR models for a broad spectrum of compounds was further evaluated by inspecting chemical group-specific errors as given in Table 5 and Figures 5-8 . Although absolute logK ow errors are commonly reported in the literature, such errors can be misleading since the actual percent error can be significant even for a seemingly low absolute logK ow error if, for example, the logK ow values for such compounds are small. Conversely, a reported high absolute logK ow error can also be misleading if it pertains to a range of high logK ow values. Therefore, to present a more balanced evaluation of the model performance for the 24 chemical groups in the complete data set, both the average |logK ow | error along with the absolute percent logK ow error are presented in Table 5 . For the present QSPR models, the absolute average and percent logK ow errors for the different chemical groups varied by factors ranging from about 3.1-5 and 8.7-12%, respectively. The ranges for the average absolute and percent logK ow errors for the fuzzy ARTMAP/QSPR were 0.0-0.8 logK ow units and 0.25-3.23%, respectively. The average absolute and percent logK ow errors for the back-propagation QSPR, for the different chemical groups, ranged from 0.12 to 0.38 logK ow units and 4.31 to 37.46%, respectively. Inspection of Table 5 groups (<10%). The highest error for the fuzzy ARTMAP model was obtained for the ketones group (3.23%), while errors of less than 2% were encountered for 18 of the 24 chemical groups.
Error analysis for the different chemical groups was also carried out for the back-propagation model (see Table 5 ). Average group percent errors of less than the overall average percent error for the back-propagation/QSPR test set (9.4%) were exhibited by alkynes, aromatics, PAHs, and PCBs (see Table 5 ). Average absolute errors of less than 0.23 logK ow (i.e., average error for back-propagation/QSPR test set) were found for compounds that belong to the chemical groups containing alkynes, aldehydes, amines, nitriles, and nitro compounds. Average absolute and percent errors for the majority of the individual chemical groups were below the overall average errors for the validation and training sets of the back-propagation/QSPR model. However, six of the chemical groups (alkanes, alkenes, carboxcyclic acids, halogenated aromatics, esters, and halogenated phenols), representing 33% of the data set exhibited average absolute errors above 0.27 logK ow (i.e., the average absolute logK ow error for the back-propagation/QSPR based on the validation and overall data sets). Moreover, logK ow estimation for nine of the chemical groups, representing 30% of the data set, were with average absolute logK ow percent errors above 19.5% (the error observed by the back-propagation/QSPR based on the validation set). Carboxcyclic acids and esters were the only two functional groups with both average absolute and average percent errors above the average errors exhibited by the back-propagation/QSPR. For the backpropagation/QSPR, aromatic compounds (including PAHs, aromatic amines, aromatic halogens, and phenol) generally exhibited lower average percent errors relative to aliphatic compounds. It is also noted that the higher average percent errors were observed from compounds with an oxygen atom. Also, it is interesting to note that nitro compounds and alcohols, for which relatively low average absolute error (e0.2 logK ow ) were obtained, had a relatively higher average percent error (27-33%) .
The performance of the fuzzy ARTMAP/QSPR and backpropagation/QSPR models suggest that the quantum chemical descriptors were suitable for characterizing the structural information of 442 organic compounds, which represented about 24 different chemical groups in the data set. The performance of the fuzzy ARTMAP and back-propagation/ QSPR models for a number of specific chemical classes (PCBs, thiols (sulfur groups), amines, and halogens) is shown in Figures 5-8 . The majority of the deviations is attributed to those chemical groups whose logK ow data sets were either too sparse or too concentrated in a particular region. Clearly improved correlations would require the use of a uniformly distributed data set for training various chemical groups as well as for the overall data set.
The present fuzzy ARTMAP and back-propagation QSPRs were compared to previously reported neural network/QSPR and multiple linear regression/QSPR logK ow models. We note that the range of average estimation errors for published models for predicting octanol/water partition coefficients for heterogeneous data sets 19, 20, 22, [24] [25] [26] [27] 29 are 0.22-0.67 logK ow . Average estimation logK ow errors ranging from 0.22 to 0.45 logK ow have been reported for multiple linear regression/ QSPR models relative to 0.28-0.67 logK ow errors typically reported for neural network/QSPRs. The performance of the fuzzy ARTMAP model, for the test set, with average absolute error and standard deviation of 0.14 and 0.13 logK ow , respectively, was superior relative to both previous models as well as the present back-propagation neural network/ QSPR. The performance of the present back-propagation/ QSPR, with absolute error and standard deviation of 0.23 and 0.16 logK ow , respectively, was well within the performance range or with greater accuracy than previously published back-propagation neural network/QSPR models. For example, Duprat et al. 25 developed several 6-7-1 and 7-6-1 neural network/QSPRs for estimating logK ow for a set of 321 compounds and reported standard errors of 0.37-0.28 logK ow . In a more recent study, Huuskonen et al. 26 developed a 39-5-1 neural network/QSPR derived from atomic-type electrotopological-state indices, for a diverse set of 1870 organic compounds 26 (-4 .2 e logK ow e 5.9) and reported a root-mean-square error of 0.41 logK ow . 26 Breindl et al. 27 developed two 16-25-1 back-propagation/QSPRs with descriptors derived from AM1 and PM3 Molecular a Number of compounds common with the present study. b Absolute errors and standard deviation are given in terms of logKow units. The corresponding percent absolute logKow error and standard deviation are enclosed in parentheses.
Orbital theory, based on a set of 1085 compounds (-2.06 e logK ow e 7.41). The latter two QSPRs was proposed of Breindl et al., 27 which were validated based on a set of 105 compounds, performed with average absolute errors and standards deviations of 0.45 (80%) and 0.30 (243%) logK ow and 0.53 (86%) and 0.42 (227%) logK ow units, respectively. Recently, Beck et al., 29 using the same compounds and 16 parameters (computed from AM1) as Breindl et al., 27 proposed a 16-10-1 neural network/QSPR model which was tested with a set of 41 nucleosides and with a reported standard and maximum absolute error in predictions of logK ow to be 0.39 and 1.05 logK ow , respectively.
The present back-propagation/QSPR was well within the performance range or with greater accuracy than previously published multiple linear regression/QSPR models. For example, Basak et al. 19 reported a standard error of 0.45 logK ow for two multiple linear regression-based logK ow QSPRs derived from topological and geometrical parameters (0.2 e logK ow e 5.5) of a heterogeneous set of 219 compounds. Gomber and Enslein 20 developed the VLOGP QSPR which makes use of a 363 chemical descriptors based on a set of 6675 chemicals (-3.6 e logK ow e 7.7). Performance of the VLOGP model, for a test set of 113 compounds, was reported as the average deviations for "best fit" and "worst fit" which corresponded to 0.27 and 0.44 logK ow units. More recently, Eisfeld and Maurer 24 proposed a linear regression logK ow QSPR, derived using quantum chemical descriptors and a set of 202 compounds (-2 e logK ow e 5.7), with a reported standard deviation and maximum absolute error to 0.274 and 0.821 logK ow units, respectively. A more specific performance comparison of the present QSPRs for compounds that are common between the above studies and the present study is presented in Table  6 . In all cases the fuzzy ARTMAP QSPR displayed lower errors and standard deviation. The performance of the backpropagation QSPR was mixed with lower errors, for the same set of compounds, compared with the QSPRs of Gombar and Enslein (1996) and Basak et al. (1996) Better performance of the present back-propagation logK ow QSPR model, compared to QSPRs developed from much larger data set, could also be, in part, due to the more heterogeneous character of these larger data sets.
CONCLUSIONS
The applicability of fuzzy ARTMAP networks for developing a logK ow was demonstrated using a set of molecular descriptor calculated from PM3 semiempirical MO-theory. The set of descriptors obtained from PM3 semiempirical MOtheory calculations represented different forms of threedimensional information for characterizing the various atoms and functional groups for a set of heterogeneous organic compounds. The fuzzy ARTMAP-based logK ow QSPR, developed from a heterogeneous data set of 442 compounds (-1.6 e logK ow e 7.0), performed with average absolute errors of 0.03 and 0.14 logK ow units for the overall and test sets, respectively. In contrast, the 12-11-1 back-propagation based logK ow QSPR performed with average absolute errors for the test and validation data sets of 0.23 and 0.27 logK ow units, respectively. The fuzzy ARTMAP neural networkbased QSPR logK ow model was superior to other neural network /QSPRs and multilinear regression/QSPRs reported in the literature. The present evaluation of the fuzzy ART classifier and the fuzzy ARTMAP cognitive system show that such a neural network system can be used to establish reasonably accurate quantitative structure-property relationships for heterogeneous compounds based on a set of descriptors calculated from quantum mechanics and graph theory. Further optimization and expansion of the set of chemical descriptors is currently underway to better classify isomers and other complex chemical structures.
